3D photografting with aromatic azides: A comparison between three-photon and two-photon case
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\textbf{Abstract}

Photografting is a method utilizing light activation for covalent incorporation of functional molecules into a polymer surface or polymer matrix. It has been widely applied as a simple and versatile method for tailoring physical–chemical properties of various surfaces. Grafting induced via multi-photon absorption provides additional advantages of spatial and temporal control of the process. Here, a novel fluorooaryl azide photografting compound (AFA) was synthesized and compared with the commercially available azide BAC-M. Using Z-scan technique, it was determined that AFA is a two-photon absorber at 798 nm, whereas BAC-M is a three-photon absorber at this wavelength. Both azides were employed for 3D photografting within a PEG-based matrix using femtosecond laser pulses. Both Z-scan measurements and 3D photografting tests indicated that, the intensity threshold for nonlinear absorption and photografting process is lower for AFA. As a result the processing window of AFA is much broader than that of BAC-M. But on the other hand, since BAC-M is characterized by the three-photon absorption (3PA) process, patterns with finer features can be produced using this molecule. The choice of the appropriate compound for 3D grafting will depend on the final application and the requirements associated with the resolution and post-modification protocol.
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\section{1. Introduction}

Photografting is a method utilizing light activation for covalent incorporation of functional molecules into a polymer surface or polymer matrix. Arylazides have been widely used to tailor various surfaces (e.g. glass \cite{1}, carbon \cite{2} and metals \cite{3}) for specific applications ranging from electronic to biomedical engineering \cite{1}. Among various strategies developed for the surface modification by arylazides, photografting is especially promising due to its versatility and simplicity \cite{4}. The photografting patterns could be custom-made by using masks or stamps or by standard photolithographic procedures \cite{5}. Moreover, spatial and temporal control of the photografting process can be realized simply by tuning the exposure dose \cite{6}. Due to technical limitations, most studies on photografting are concerned with two dimensional patterning of surfaces. However, capability to produce volumetric patterns decorated with biomolecules is very attractive for tissue engineering, as it provides the possibility to tailor the in vitro model much closer to the real 3D appearance of the natural extracellular matrix \cite{7,8}. Multi-photon grafting (MPG) stands out due to its potential to immobilize functional molecules within a 3D volume in a straightforward fashion \cite{8}. In addition, since multi-photon-induced reactions are confined within the small focal volume, very precise functionalization can be achieved with high resolution \cite{9,10}.

Our recent work has proven the concept by employing commercial arylazole BAC-M (Fig. 1) for selective functionalization of 3D PEG matrix under three-photon irradiation \cite{8}. The obtained results encouraged us to explore more aromatic azides for 3D photografting via multi-photon excitation.

Molecule design of arylazole is critical for the efficiency of MPG process. Efficient grafting reagent requires large multi-photon absorption (MPA) cross-section combined with high photografting efficiency. Chromophores with large MPA cross-section are characterized by a planar \pi conjugated system containing electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) groups \cite{11}. However, the synthesis of arylazide with complex structures possessing large MPA has remained a serious challenge until now due to the high sensitivity and explosive nature of azides \cite{12}. Here, we report a novel fluorooaryl azide AFA (Fig. 1) straightforwardly synthesized under mild conditions with satisfying yield. A C=\text{N} bond was selected as \pi bridge due
to its nearly identical contribution to MPA cross-section compared to the C–C bond analogues [13] but much simpler synthesis. The formation of C–C bonds is mostly realized by classical Wittig or Horner–Wadsworth–Emmons reaction under strong alkaline conditions. The resulting mixture of cis- and trans-isomers makes the purification process quite difficult. Here we have demonstrated that the C=N bonds could be formed under mild condition with satisfying yield and the impurities could be simply washed away with appropriate solvents. In addition, a C=N bond is potentially hydrolysable under acidic conditions. The aldehyde group generated after hydrolysis provides possibility for post-functionalization via oxime click chemistry [14]. N,N-dimethylaniline and fluorinated aromatic azide were selected as D and A groups, respectively. Beside the strong electron drawing ability of fluoraryl azides such series compounds offer high grafting efficiency because of the selective formation of singlet nitrene intermediates which exclude potential deactivations derived from intra-molecular rearrangement [15].

The open aperture Z-scan measurements [16] were carried out to evaluate the nonlinear absorption properties of the novel azide AFA. In order to study the grafting efficiency and determine the processing window, MPG tests were performed using different average laser powers and scanning speeds. The obtained results were compared with the three-photon active aromatic azide BAC-M [17].

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All reagents for synthesis were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and were used without further purification. The solvents were dried and purified by standard laboratory methods.

2.2. Synthesis

2.2.1. 4-Azido-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzaldehyde

0.30 g (4.6 m mol) of NaN$_3$ and 0.88 g (4.3 m mol) of pentafluorobenzaldehyde were dissolved in a mixture of acetone (8 mL) and water (3 mL). The solution was refluxed for 8 h, then cooled to room temperature, diluted with water (10 mL), and extracted by ether (3 × 10 mL). The extract was dried over MgSO$_4$ and evaporated by ether (30 mL). The resulting mixture of cis- and trans-isomers makes the purification process quite difficult. Here we have demonstrated that the C=N bonds could be formed under mild condition with satisfying yield and the impurities could be simply washed away with appropriate solvents. In addition, a C=N bond is potentially hydrolysable under acidic conditions. The aldehyde group generated after hydrolysis provides possibility for post-functionalization via oxime click chemistry [14]. N,N-dimethylaniline and fluorinated aromatic azide were selected as D and A groups, respectively. Beside the strong electron drawing ability of fluoraryl azides such series compounds offer high grafting efficiency because of the selective formation of singlet nitrene intermediates which exclude potential deactivations derived from intra-molecular rearrangement [15].

The open aperture Z-scan measurements [16] were carried out to evaluate the nonlinear absorption properties of the novel azide AFA. In order to study the grafting efficiency and determine the processing window, MPG tests were performed using different average laser powers and scanning speeds. The obtained results were compared with the three-photon active aromatic azide BAC-M [17].

2.2.2. N$_1$-(4-azido-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzylidene)-N$_4$,N$_4$-dimethylbenzene-1,4-diamine (AFA)

0.21 g (1 m mol) of 4-azido-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzaldehyde and 0.20 g (1.5 m mol) of N,N-dimethylbenzene-1,4-diamine were dissolved in dry toluene. The solution was stirred overnight under room temperature and then the solvent was evaporated under vacuum. The dark mixture was washed with dry acetone to yield 0.16 g (50%) of product as orange powder. Mp: 141–143 °C (decomposition).

$^1$H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl$_3$): δ (ppm) = 8.61 (s, 1H, C–H$_N$), 7.31 (d, $J = 9.0$ Hz, 2H, Ar–H), 6.75 (d, $J = 9.0$ Hz, 2H, Ar–H), 3.02 (s, 6H, CH$_3$). $^{13}$C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl$_3$): δ (ppm) = 150.4, 146.9–141.0 (m, F–C), 139.8, 122.7, 112.4, 112.0, 40.5. IR (cm$^{-1}$): 2112, 1616, 1591, 1562, 1512, 1471, 1342, 1222, 1008, 823. Anal. Calcd for C$_{15}$H$_{11}$F$_4$N$_5$: C, 53.42; H, 3.29; N, 20.76; Found: C, 53.18; H, 3.48; N, 20.53.

2.3. Characterization

$^1$H NMR (200 MHz) and $^{13}$C NMR (50 MHz) spectra were measured with a BRUKER ACF 200 FT-NMR-spectrometer. The chemical shift ($s$ = singlet, bs = broad singlet, $d$ = doublet, $t$ = triplet, $m$ = multiplet) is stated in ppm using the nondeuterated solvent as internal standard. Solvents with a grade of deuteration of at least 99.5% were used. Melting points were measured on a Zeiss axioskope microscope with a Leitz heating block and remained uncorrected. Elemental microanalysis was carried out with an EA 1108 CHNS–O analyzer from Carlo Erba at the microanalytical laboratory of the Institute for Physical Chemistry at the University of Vienna.

A Ti: sapphire laser system (25 fs pulse duration, 1 kHz repetition rate at 798 nm) was used for the open aperture Z-scan analysis. A detailed description of the setup and laser pulse and beam char-
acterization can be found elsewhere [18]. Both azide compounds were prepared as \(1.0 \times 10^{-2}\) M solutions in spectroscopic grade dimethylformamide (DMF). The sample solutions were measured in a 0.2 mm thick flow cell in a non-recycling volumetric flow of 4 mL/h. The measurements were carried out at different pulse energies in the range of \(20–220\) nJ corresponding to intensities ranging from \(0.11\) TW/cm\(^2\) to \(1.2\) TW/cm\(^2\). The used intensities were limited in this range since, at higher intensities the solvent contributes to the effective nonlinear absorption and at lower intensities no nonlinear absorption was observed. Another limit also arises from fitting process used in the Z-scan method. The laser light intensity should be kept below an amount so that the normalized transmittance stays above 76%.

### 2.4. Multi-photon grafting

The samples were prepared from poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGda, average \(M_\text{w} = 700\), Sigma Aldrich) and DMF mixture (ratio 50:50) with an addition of 1 wt.% of the photoinitiator Irgacure819 (Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc.). The resulting formulation was photo polymerized with UV light for 5 min (Intelliray 600) in silicone molds (diameter 6 mm; thickness 1 mm). The photopolymerized material pellets were soaked in DMF solution for at least 1 week, with the solvent being exchanged on a regular basis, in order to remove residual monomer and photoinitiator. For laser photografting, the samples were immersed into the 14 m mol/L solution of BAC-M or AFA in DMF. A Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (High Q, Femtotime), emitting pulses with duration of 80 fs at a 73 MHz repetition rate around 793 nm was used for laser grafting. The laser beam was focused with a 20 x microscope objective (Zeiss, NA = 0.8) into the sample. An acousto-optical modulator was used for fast switching of the laser beam and for adjusting its intensity. The laser power was measured before the objective. The patterns were obtained by scanning the focused laser beam within the sample by the galvo-scanner (HurryScan, ScanLab). The grafted patterns were produced by a set of adjacent line scans: Fig. 6a and c at a distance of 1.5 \(\mu\)m; and, Fig. 6b and d at a distance of 3 \(\mu\)m and 4.5 \(\mu\)m, respectively. In the vertical direction a step of 5 \(\mu\)m (total 7 slices) was used. After the grafting procedure, the samples were placed in DMF in order to remove the residual BAC-M or AFA. Rapid decoloration of the pellet indicated the successful removal of possible residuals from the sample. The fluorescence of the patterned samples was analyzed by laser scanning microscopy (LSM700 ZEN software, Carl-Zeiss) at the excitation wavelength of 555 nm.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Synthesis and characterization

For the synthesis of the functional AFA, the preparation of the precursor azidotetrafluorobenzaldehyde has been well developed [16]. With strong electron-withdrawing property, pentafluorobenzaldehyde was reacted with the nucleophilic reagent sodium azide under reflux acetone/water mixture to give the desired aldehyde with high yield (80%). It is reported that no ortho-isomer was detected with such synthesis procedure [15] and our characteristic data are in well agreement with the previous reports [19]. The azide precursor was then reacted with N,N-dimethyl-benzene-1,4-diamine at room temperature, forming AFA with satisfying yield (50%) (see Fig. 2). Pure product could be obtained by simply washing with cold acetone. The characteristic peak of azide group at 2112 cm\(^{-1}\) in infrared spectra indicates the product with the desired functional group.

#### 3.2. Z-scan measurements

To investigate the nonlinear absorption properties of the utilized azides, an open aperture Z-scan analysis was performed at 798 nm. A 0.2 mm thick cell in non-recycling flow geometry was used for the measurements. A 4 mL/h flow was determined as an optimal flow rate to refresh the sample in the laser intersection region in order to avoid any negative effect derived from photodegradation during the tests and to prevent wasting too much compound as well. The laser beam of 15 mm diameter was focused by a 300 mm focal length lens leading to a 0.86 mm Rayleigh length considering a beam quality factor of 2. Thus, the thin sample criterion required for applying the Z-scan technique is fulfilled since the Rayleigh length is four times larger than the thickness of the sample. The solvent (DMF) was examined prior to measuring the samples to determine the intensity at which it starts to show nonlinear absorption. It was verified that no nonlinear absorption occurs in this solvent for pulse energies lower than 230 nJ hence, the Z-scan experiments with both azide compound were carried out for pulse energies below 230 nJ. In order to determine the order of MPA and also to verify the occurrence of excited state absorption, a series of Z-scans with different pulse energies were performed for each compound (Fig. 3). Eqs. (1) and (2) (see Appendix A) are the appropriate theoretical curves for fitting to the Z-scan data to extract the 2PA and 3PA cross-sections respectively. In the Z-scan method, the absorbance caused by the third-order nonlinearities such as 2PA is proportional to the input intensity, while the one resulted from the fifth-order nonlinearities such as 3PA is quadratic to the input intensity [20]. As seen from Z-scans of AFA shown in Fig. 3b the maximum transmittance (at focus) behaves linearly with pulse energy, which is an indication of 2PA process. The maximum transmittance in Z-scans of BAC-M increases quadratically with pulse energy, signifying the predominance of 3PA process in this compound. From Eqs. (1) and (2) (see Appendix A) it is derived that the slope of Log(1/T) versus Log(E) is 1 for TPA process and 2 for 2PA process. This is illustrated in Fig. 4b confirming the predominance of 2PA process in AFA and 3PA in BAC-M. From fitting Eq. (1) to Z-scans of AFA (Fig. 3b), the 2PA cross-section of \(1.78 \times 10^{-48}\) cm\(^4\) s (178 GM) was extracted for this compound. This value is relatively high compared to the results for similar compounds found in the literature [21], since since the molecule contains “push–pull” structure employing fluoroaryl azide as acceptor, dimethylamino group as donor and double bonds as conjugation bridge. The 3PA cross-section for BAC-M was extracted \(1.19 \times 10^{-78}\) cm\(^6\) s\(^2\) from fitting to the Z-scans data (Fig. 3a) using Eq. (2).

Fig. 4a shows two Z-scans of AFA and BAC-M with the same transmittance. It indicates that the intensity required to cause a certain absorbance via a 2PA process is much lower than that of a 3PA process. It also illustrates the main advantage of a three-photon absorber over a two-photon absorber. The transmittance change versus intensity is faster in case of 3PA comparing to 2PA leading to higher spatial resolution in MPG using three-photon grafting molecules. These two major differences between a two-photon absorber and a three-photon absorber (i.e. lower intensity threshold for starting 2PA but higher structural resolution using a three-photon absorber in MPG) were practically illustrated by perforating photografting patterned tests using AFA and BAC-M (see next section). Figs. 7 and 8 of Appendix A also show how two-photon and three-photon absorbance is distributed spatially along both lateral and axial directions that leads to smaller width for grafted lines produced via 3PA.

#### 3.3. Comparison of multi-photon grafting with BAC-M and AFA

Although two-photon induced reactions and one photon induced reactions differ during the initiation stage, the subsequent
The focused laser beam interacts with AFA via 2PA (Fig. 5). Photolysis of the azide causes the dissociation of the N–N bond from the excited singlet state followed by the generation of nitrogen and nitrene species. The highly reactive nitrene intermediate could undergo various reactions and Fig. 5 depicts the desired one: direct immobilization on the PEG-network by insertion into a C=H bond. This single step process is very universal because it is applicable to a wide variety of matrices containing C=H or N–H bonds. Since the PEG is transparent in near infrared spectral range, the pulsed laser beam is able to penetrate deeply into the matrix and induce the photografting reactions within 3D volume of the sample. Moreover, since the multi-photon interaction is confined within the small focal volume, more accurate immobilization of azide molecules (AFA or BAC-M) on the PEG matrix could be obtained. During grafting, the chromophore is covalently linked to the matrix. The grafting products still contain “push–pull” features, which exhibit certain fluorescence. Therefore, grafted patterns can be directly visualized via laser-scanning microscopy (LSM). Fig. 5b shows an LSM image of a 3D lockyball pattern [22] produced with AFA (0.5%) at the average power of 330 mW and scanning speed of 500 mm/s.

Both AFA and BAC-M contain active arylazide groups for MPG. Since the activation of AFA is under two-photon excitation, while BAC-M has proven to be three-photon active, it is of interest to compare the photografting behavior of these aromatic azides under different order of excitation. Fig. 6a and c shows the processing windows of both arylazides using different average laser powers and scanning speeds. The probability of 3PA is lower than that of 2PA; as a consequence higher laser intensity is required for the activation of BAC-M compared to AFA. This difference in the threshold is confirmed by the fact that the MPG processing window of AFA is much broader than that of BAC-M, allowing creation...
of photografted patterns with lower intensity and with higher writing speed using AFA. However, the observed fluorescence intensities of grafted patterns of BAC-M under high laser intensities and low scanning speed are greater than those of AFA with the identical parameters. This difference can be explained by the photografting products of BAC-M, which contain the ketocyanine chromophore with strong fluorescence [23]. Notably, the levels of immobilization can be spatially controlled by simply altering the irradiation exposure time or laser intensity during the photopatterning process, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Such controlled 3D spatial gradients cannot be generated by conventional photolithographic methods. The ability to produce biochemical and biomechanical gradients in 3D is important to numerous bio-technology applications [24].

The achievable resolution for BAC-M and AFA patterns produced at fixed grafting parameters (the average laser power of 350 mW and laser scanning speed of 5 mm/s) and molar concentration of azides molecules (14 mM) was also compared (Fig. 6). It was evaluated that the width of single lines produced by using the above mentioned laser power and scanning parameters is around 2.5 μm for BAC-M and around 4.1 μm for AFA. The resolvability of lines is confirmed by the according fluorescence intensity distribution. At a smaller distance the separate lines could not be distinguished. BAC-M shows a better spatial

Fig. 6. An array of multi-photon grafted patterns produced at the different scanning speed and average laser power: (a) BAC-M and (c) AFA. The scale bar is 500 μm. Comparison of achievable resolution; the distance between lines is: (b) 3 μm for BAC-M and (d) 4.5 μm for AFA. The scale bar is 5 μm.

Fig. 7. (a) The axial distribution and (b) the radial distribution of the absorbance for both 2PA and 3PA process.
resonance than AFA. Since the immobilization of BAC-M molecule proceeds via 3PA process and of AFA via 2PA process, the initial activation volume is expected to be smaller for BAC-M.

4. Conclusion

A novel photografting compound AFA, which contains fluoroaryl azide as acceptor, dimethylamino group as donor and N=C double bonds as π conjugation bridge, was synthesized and evaluated. Using Z-scan method the order of nonlinear absorption of AFA was determined and an according two-photon absorption cross-section of 178 GM at 798 nm. Comparison between the AFA and BAC-M (a commercial 3PA active azide) demonstrated that the intensity required to induce multi–photon absorption in AFA is a few times lower than for BAC-M. As a consequence the AFA exhibits larger processing window and supports higher writing speed in photografting process. However, due to the 3PA interaction nature, the volume in which BAC-M molecules are excited can be more confined. This is the advantage of BAC-M over AFA since it leads to higher patterning resolution in MPG. The presented method is not limited to PEG-based matrix, but extensively applicable to various transparent matrices containing C–H or N–H bonds. Straightforward synthesis along with high scanning speed of over 550 mm/s indicate the great potential of AFA for possible applications in studies of cell-surface interactions, drug screening, sensing applications and microarray-based proteome analysis.
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Appendix A

The normalized transmittance in the open aperture Z-scan technique is given by the following Eqs. (1) and (2) for 2PA and 3PA process respectively.

\[
T(z) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-q_0)^n}{(n+1)!2(x^2 + 1)^{n+1}}
\]

\[
T(z) = \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^m p_0^m}{2^{m+1}(2m+1)!(x^2 + 1)^{2m}}
\]

where \(q_0 = (\sigma_2 N_A \rho \times 10^{-3} / h \omega) L_0 p_0 = \sqrt{2(\sigma_2 N_A \rho \times 10^{-3} / h \omega)} P_0 L_0\), \(x = z/2\alpha\), \(z\) is the sample position, \(\alpha\) is the Rayleigh length, \(N_A\) is the Avogadro number, \(\rho\) is the concentration of compound in mole per liter, \(\omega\) is the angular frequency of the laser radiation, \(h\) is the reduced Plank constant, \(L\) is the thickness of the sample, \(L_0\) is the maximum intensity at the focus, \(\sigma_2\) is the 2PA cross-section and \(\sigma_3\) is the 3PA cross-section.

The transmitted intensity through a nonlinear medium is given by the following Eqs. (3) and (4) for 2PA and 3PA process respectively.

\[
I_e(z, r, t) = \frac{I(z, r, t)}{1 + \sigma_2 I(z, r, t)}
\]

\[
I_e(z, r, t) = \frac{I(z, r, t)}{\sqrt{1 + 2x_2 L^2}}
\]

From Eqs. (1)–(4) the absorbance can be derived as a function of distance measured with respect to the focal point in both lateral and axial direction for both 2PA and 3PA process. This is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 8 shows a simulated 2D absorbance distribution for both 2PA and 3PA. The scanning direction is perpendicular to the figure plane hence these absorbance distributions show how the cross-section of the grafted lines via 3PA differs from that of 2PA.
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